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ABSTRACT

A conceptual model is used in combination with observational analysis to understand regime transitions of

near-surface temperature inversions at night as well as in Arctic conditions. The model combines a surface

energy budget with a bulk parameterization for turbulent heat transport. Energy fluxes or feedbacks due to

soil and radiative heat transfer are accounted for by a ‘‘lumped parameter closure,’’ which represents the

‘‘coupling strength’’ of the system.

Observations from Cabauw, Netherlands, and Dome C, Antarctica, are analyzed. As expected, in-

versions are weak for strong winds, whereas large inversions are found under weak-wind conditions.

However, a sharp transition is found between those regimes, as it occurs within a narrow wind range.

This results in a typical S-shaped dependency. The conceptual model explains why this characteristic

must be a robust feature. Differences between the Cabauw and Dome C cases are explained from dif-

ferences in coupling strength (being weaker in the Antarctic). For comparison, a realistic column model

is run. As findings are similar to the simple model and the observational analysis, it suggests generality of

the results.

Theoretical analysis reveals that, in the transition zone near the critical wind speed, the response time of the

system to perturbations becomes large. As resilience to perturbations becomes weaker, it may explain why,

within this wind regime, an increase of scatter is found. Finally, the so-called heat flux duality paradox is

analyzed. It is explained why numerical simulations with prescribed surface fluxes show a dynamical response

different from more realistic surface-coupled systems.

1. Introduction

In this work a simple conceptualmodel is introduced to

understand and predict regime transitions of near-surface

temperature inversions in the nocturnal and polar at-

mospheric boundary layer. Observational studies as well

as results from numerical simulations indicate that

clear-sky nocturnal and polar boundary layers expe-

rience a qualitative change with respect to both turbulent

characteristics and near-surface stability, when the wind

becomes weak. This regime shift is known as the transi-

tion from the weakly stable boundary layer (WSBL) to

the very stable boundary layer (VSBL; Mahrt et al. 1998;

Poulos et al. 2002; Zilitinkevich et al. 2008; Fernando and

Weil 2010; Sun et al. 2012; Acevedo et al. 2016).

The present work departs at recent work by the authors.

InVan deWiel et al. (2012a,b, hereafterVdW12a,b) it was

shown that the aforementioned regime transition can be

understood in terms of the so-calledmaximum sustainable

heat flux theory (MSHF). This paper provides a com-

prehensive framework in which the merits and open ends
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of that work may be understood. TheMSHF theory can

be summarized as follows: In stably stratified flow, the

amount of heat that can be transported downward by

the (turbulent) flow is limited to a maximum. As the

turbulent heat flux is limited for weak and very strong

stratification, the maximum occurs at moderate stabil-

ity. Under clear-sky conditions, the longwave radiative

heat loss at the surface may become significantly larger

than the maximum, particularly under weak-wind con-

ditions. A large imbalance in the surface energy budget

results, which enhances stability. The turbulent heat flux

decreases further, which then causes a larger imbalance

(positive feedback). Finally, as a result of the intense

stratification, turbulent activity becomes very weak and

the VSBL sets in.

The magnitude of the sensible heat flux maximum

strongly depends on the ambient wind speed. It is this

sensitivity, which causes the transition toward the VSBL

to be sharply defined in terms of wind speed. In VdW12b

an expression for this threshold, coined ‘‘minimum

wind speed for sustainable turbulence,’’ was given. Van

Hooijdonk et al. (2015, hereafter VH15) applied the

framework to a large climatological dataset from Cabauw,

Netherlands. By comparing the ambient wind to its

threshold value, the transition between theVSBLand the

WSBL was predicted in agreement with observations.

Interestingly, the same dataset was analyzed byMonahan

et al. (2015). Although they followed a different route,

using hidden Markov models, they arrived at similar

conclusions regarding the classification of the data in

terms of the maximum sustainable heat flux.

The viewpoint of the MSHF was used by Donda et al.

(2015) in order to understand regime transitions in di-

rect numerical simulations of flux-driven stably stratified

channel flows. In Nieuwstadt (2005) and Flores and

Riley (2011) a sudden transition of turbulent to non-

turbulent flow was reported in cases when the surface

heat extraction exceeds a certain limit. Donda et al.

(2015) showed that the transition can be understood in

terms of theMSHF theory and that the critical point can

be predicted in terms of external forcing parameters.

In spite of these promising aspects, a shortcoming of

the MSHF theory is that it assumes the ‘‘heat flux de-

mand’’ at the surface is known in advance. In a numer-

ical simulation this is the case when a prescribed flux is

imposed as a lower boundary condition. In atmospheric

practice, however, this is obviously not the case: the

sensible heat flux is an integral part of the full surface

energy budget. Its value will therefore vary depending

on the circumstances and characteristics of the under-

lying surface (Holtslag et al. 2007). Therefore, in order

to apply the MSHF concept in its traditional form, one

has to make practical assumptions. One could, for

example, assume that, in order to prevent rapid surface

cooling, the turbulent heat flux should be able to bring

up at least a significant fraction of the net radiative heat

loss. This was done by Van Hooijdonk et al. (2015), who

assumed that at least 10Wm22 should be supported by

the flow in order to prevent rapid surface cooling under

clear-sky conditions. This value is then used to calculate

the wind speed threshold. Although the computed

threshold is robust and not very sensitive to the exact

value of this input parameter, the assumption itself

clearly introduces an empirical factor, which limits uni-

versality of the results.

The second limitation of the theory is connected to

this. In a flux-driven system, the threshold wind speed

marks the point where the positive feedback takes over

and near-surface stability rapidly intensifies. However,

no statements are made what happens when the wind

speed is lower than its threshold value. It is expected that

negative feedback processes such as soil heat transport

and reduced emission of longwave surface radiation will

impact on near-surface stability. They will eventually

offset the initial positive feedback, so that even in case

with no turbulence, a new thermodynamic equilibrium

will emerge (Duynkerke 1999; Steeneveld et al. 2006;

Edwards 2009; Acevedo et al. 2012; Bosveld et al.

2014b). As shown below, here we will tackle the limi-

tations addressed above and generalizeMSHF theory by

explicitly accounting for surface feedbacks.

As an illustration of the scope of this paper, an ob-

servational example is given in Fig. 1. It depicts how

the strength of the temperature inversion between

40 and 0.1m, depending on the magnitude of the wind

FIG. 1. Temperature inversion between 40 and 0.1m, as a func-

tion of wind speed at 40m as observed at Cabauw for the period

Aug 2013–Dec 2015 (clear skies only, between 0000 and 0300UTC;

see section 2).
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at the 40-m level at Cabauw. Data between 0000 and

0300 UTC are shown as to represent reasonably station-

ary conditions (for more details refer to section 2).

A typical ‘‘S shaped’’ dependence is observed: For

strong winds the dependence of the inversion on wind

speed is rather weak.When the wind speed becomes less

than a certain threshold (;6–7ms21), the inversion

strength sharply increases until, for very low speeds, it

levels off to ;10K. Note that not only the mean in-

version itself but also its variability appears to be a

function of wind speed: observational scatter in the wind

speed range of 8–15ms21 appears to be much smaller

than, for example, in the range 2–6m s21.

Study of near-surface inversions is of societal

importance—for example, in order to predict whether

local frost events may occur. In spring, for example,

unexpected ground frost will be detrimental in agri-

cultural practice when freezing of fruit tree blossom

causes significant yield losses. Likewise, a frost event

may affect human safety when roads become slippery.

Reliable forecasts are therefore essential in order to

take timely and adequate road management measures.

Strong temperature inversions also promote the oc-

currence of fog events (Roman-Cascon et al. 2016),

which impact on traffic safety through reduced visibil-

ity. In aviation, this will translate in reduced flight ac-

tivity, which causes significant economic losses (Stolaki

et al. 2012). Finally, transitions in near-surface tem-

perature inversions are also of importance for climate

studies. As global climate models often have poor

resolution, sharp transitions such as in Fig. 1 are largely

smoothened out. As explained byMcNider et al. (2012)

and Walters et al. (2007) this may (partly) explain the

poor performance in matching diurnal temperature

range tendencies seen in observations. This interesting

aspect will be addressed in section 3.

As earlier work focused on the threshold wind speed

only, no predictions were made about what happens

below this point: what if the wind speed becomes less

than its critical value? In terms of Fig. 1, only the right-

hand part for winds greater than 7m s21 was concerned.

Here, we will consider the full wind range. An exten-

sion of the MSHF theory is presented in the form of a

simple conceptual model, which adds rudimentary

feedbacks by surface radiation and soil heat transport.

Emphasis lies in understanding of those feedbacks

rather than in model complexity. As such, the negative

feedbacks by radiation and soil are combined in a sin-

gle, ‘‘lumped’’ parameter. The term lumped is bor-

rowed from the field of hydrology where a single,

effective parameter, such as the average water storage

capacity, may be used to characterize a complex hy-

drological catchment as a whole (Beven 2001). Also in

our system the lumped parameter is a semiempirical,

site-dependent one. Therefore the outcome of the model

can be no more than indicative of complex reality. On the

other hand, it will be shown that major characteristic de-

pendencies, such as depicted in Fig. 1, can be explained

and that a remarkably close resemblance to observations

is obtained. The model can therefore serve as a bench-

mark for studies with more complex and more realistic

models of the SBL. To contrast the results found for

Cabauw, as representative of a moderate climate, also

observational results for Dome C, Antarctica, will be

presented. It will be shown that the differences between

the sites can be explained by the differences in the strength

of surface feedbacks.

As the first part of this study focuses on surface in-

versions in their equilibrium state, in the second part also

the resilience of the equilibrium to perturbations (in a

sense of dynamic instability) is studied theoretically. We

investigate how an equilibrium system will respond to

natural fluctuations. Boundary layer turbulence is es-

sentially a stochastic process such that spontaneous ex-

cursion from equilibrium will occur frequently. It will be

explained that under those conditions strongly coupled

systems behave qualitatively different from systems that

have weak or no coupling, with respect to their dynamical

stability. In a general sense, it will be shown that the

resilience of the system to perturbation becomes much

weaker when the wind speed drops under its critical

value. Amongst other effects, this may partly explain the

wind speed dependence of observational scatter, such as

observed in Fig. 1.

The work is organized as follows. In section 2 the

conceptual bulk model is introduced. Equilibrium so-

lutions for different values of the lumped parameter are

presented in section 3, where also observational data

from Dome C are presented. An operational model (in

column mode) is run in order to assess the generality of

the results obtained by the conceptual model.

In section 4 the physical mechanism behind the re-

gime transition is investigated and it is shown that the

maximum sustainable heat flux principle also applies to

the new surface-coupled model. In section 5 an expres-

sion for the threshold wind speed is derived. Theoretical

perturbation analysis and its practical implications for

coupled and noncoupled systems are discussed in sec-

tion 6. Finally, conclusions are summarized in section 7.

2. Model description

In this section a brief model description is given. For an

in-depth discussion on assumptions, refer to VdW12b,

where similar formulations are used in a different con-

text. We combine a surface energy budget with a bulk

APRIL 2017 VAN DE WIEL ET AL . 1059



model of the lower atmosphere. The resulting equation

describes the evolution of the near-surface inversion

strength. A schematic view is given in Fig. 2. We take

the so-called velocity crossing height as a reference

level zr. This can be explained as follows. At night, winds

at higher levels usually tend to accelerate by an inertial

oscillation as a result of flow decoupling (Blackadar

1957). Near the surface, winds weaken owing to a com-

bination of inertial effects and turbulent stress divergence

around sunset (Thorpe and Guymer 1977; Baas et al.

2012). At intermediate heights (some decameters above

the surface), a ‘‘crossing level’’ exists where the wind

remains relatively constant in magnitude. At Cabauw,

wind speeds are relatively constant at levels between 40

and 60m above the ground [a climatology is provided in

VH15 and in Wieringa (1989)]. In the following we as-

sume the wind speed to be constant during the night at zr.

Though this assumption is rather crude, extension to

more realistic dynamical forcing could be made in future

model versions.

As temperature tendencies at this height are typi-

cally much smaller than surface temperature tenden-

cies, we also assume temperature at reference height Tr

to be constant, though it is realized that in realityTr will

also depend on the evolution of the NBL as a whole.

The inversion strength between the reference r and the

surface s is defined as DT5Tr 2Ts. To simplify, we

assume that Tr is also representative for the temperature

in the topsoil, so that the bulk temperature difference

between the surface and soil is represented by DT as well.

As discussed below this is an oversimplification of reality,

where generally the topsoil temperature will differ from

Tr. Alternatively, more general models could be con-

structed using, for example, Tg 5bTr, with Tg the topsoil

temperature and b a site-specific parameter (J. C.

Wyngaard 2016, personal communication). To avoid ad-

ditional parameter estimation, we opt for simplest alter-

native here. In any case, it is expected that the difference

between the topsoil and the surface will be most sensitive

to the value surface temperature itself as its daily cycle

has the largest amplitude. Below, it will be shown that

the model is able to reproduce typical temperature in-

version characteristics that are found in observations and

that the results are similar to those obtained with a re-

alistic column model.

The evolution equation for the inversion strength DT
is governed by the surface energy balance:

C
y

dDT

dt
5Q

n
2G2H , (1)

where Cy is the heat capacity of the surface (e.g., vegeta-

tion, snow) per unit area (Jm22K21). The net longwave

radiative flux is denoted byQn, the sensible heat flux byH,

and the soil heat flux by G (Jm22 s21). For mathematical

convenience positive signs are given to all fluxes: the loss

termQn (directed outward) aswell as the gain termsH and

G (directed toward the surface). In this way all numbers in

Eq. (1) are positive by definition (note that alternative

conventions are also possible; e.g., Wyngaard 2010).

As motivated below, the fluxes are parameterized,

which leads to our model equation:

C
y

dDT

dt
5Q

i
2 lDT2 rc

p
c
D
UDTf (R

b
) , (2)

where Qi is the so-called isothermal net radiation

(explained below) and l is the lumped parameter

(Jm22 s21K21), which represents feedbacks from both

soil heat conduction and radiative cooling (see below).

Symbols r and cp represent the density (kgm
23) and heat

capacity of air at constant pressure (Jkg21K21). The

neutral drag coefficient is denoted by cD 5 [k/ln(zr/z0)]
2,

with k’ 0:4 the von Kármán constant and z0 the rough-

ness length (assumed equal formomentum and heat). The

wind speed at reference height zr is given by U. Finally,

the stability function f (Rb) depends on bulk Richardson

number: Rb [ zr(g/Tr)(DT/U2).

In the net radiative budget both surface and atmosphere

are modeled as gray bodies with effective emissivities.

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the bulk model. Black dots refer to

temperatures at the surface (dynamic) and in the atmosphere and

soil (fixed references). Inversion strength is indicated by DT.
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From Boltzmann’s law the net loss of energy at the

surface becomes

Q
n
5 «

s
sT4

s 2 «
r
sT4

r , (3)

with s 5 5.67 3 1028Wm22K24, surface emissivity «s,

and air emissivity «r. Strictly speaking, the amount of

longwave radiation absorbed by the surface should be

multiplied by the emissivity of the surface (Kirchhoff’s

law). As most natural surfaces have an emissivity close

to 1, this effect is ignored in the present study for reasons

of simplicity. We linearize the second term around Tr:

Q
n
5 («

s
2 «

r
)sT4

r 2 4«
s
sT4

r (Tr
2T

s
)

5Q
i
2 l

rad
DT , (4)

with lrad 5 4s«sT
3
r . By definition, the isothermal net

radiation Qi equals the net radiation in case the atmo-

sphere is isothermal (Monteith 1981; Holtslag and De

Bruin 1988). The advantage of this concept is that one

separates radiative loss due to external factors (differ-

ence in atmosphere and surface emissivity) from the part

that depends on internal variables (surface temperature/

inversion). The radiative ‘‘exchange coefficient’’ lrad

indicates how fast the magnitude of Qn decreases with

increasing inversion strength. For example, using «s 5 1

and Tr 5 285K, we find lrad ’ 5Wm22K21.

Next, the negative feedback in radiation is com-

bined with a similar feedback coming from soil heat

transport. Formally, the latter is a complex process,

which depends on the full temperature history in the

soil itself (Heusinkveld et al. 2004). In line with the dis-

cussion above, we crudely parameterize by adopting a

simple linear relation: G5 lsDT. The idea is that stron-

ger inversions will favor more transport of heat from

the soil. Values of ls over isolating surfaces like grass

will typically be lower than their bare soil counterparts.

Even lower values are expected over fresh snow. To

indicate the order of magnitude, Steeneveld et al.

(2006) found ls ’ 5Wm22K21 over prairie grass. Both

feedbacks are combined by defining the lumped conduc-

tance: l5 lrad 1 ls. It is site-specific and has to be ob-

tained from fitting the model to observations. As it has a

strongly empirical character, the discussions above must

be seen as physical arguments for the order of magnitude,

rather than as a precise process description.

Turbulent heat transport is described in terms of bulk

properties using Monin–Obukhov similarity in its in-

tegrated form: H5 rcpcDUDTf (Rb) (Louis 1979).

Different forms of the stability function will be in-

vestigated, as to represent functions that are encoun-

tered typically in the atmospheric literature. Of course,

similar analysis could be performed with any stability

function. In Fig. 3 three characteristic expressions are

visualized:

d the cutoff function:
f (Rb)5 (12 2aRb), Rb # 1/a
f (Rb)5 0, Rb . 1/a

,

d the short-tail function: f (Rb)5 exp[22aRb 2 (aRb)
2],

and
d the long-tail function: f (Rb)5 exp(22aRb).

Coefficient a is empirical. In accordance with observa-

tions ofHögström(1996), we takea5 5.Atweak stability

the functions are similar. The cutoff function is less re-

alistic from an observational perspective, but it facilitates

mathematical analysis in the second part of this work. The

short-tail function is close to f (Rb)5 (12aRb)
2, which is

consistent with log-linear similarity functions that are

representative of atmospheric observations (England and

McNider 1995; Högström 1996). In operational weather

forecast models sometimes ‘‘long tail’’ stability functions

with enhanced mixing (as compared to observationally

based functions) are used in order to describe turbulent

exchange. The practical motivation for this choice is often

large-scalemodel performance (Holtslag et al. 2013; Louis

1979). To assess the effect of enhanced mixing on the

inversion strength, also a long-tail stability function is

introduced here.

3. Equilibrium solutions

a. Results from the conceptual model

In this sectionwe study equilibrium solutions of Eq. (2).

Default input values are given in Table 1, which are

taken to represent climatology at Cabauw and Dome

C, Antarctica (VH15; Genthon et al. 2010, 2013;

Vignon et al. 2017a,b). As the emphasis lies on con-

ceptual understanding, numbers should be considered

as indicative. A detailed, one-to-one comparison with

observations is beyond the scope of this work. To esti-

mate the lumped parameter l, the following procedure

FIG. 3. Stability functions used to model turbulent heat exchange

(see text).
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was followed. First, a value for Qi of 70 is assumed for

clear-sky conditions at Cabauw, following Holtslag and

De Bruin (1988). The value of Qi can be estimated from

Qn data as its limiting value under conditions of very strong

winds and clear skies (i.e., nearly isothermal conditions).

Next, we reconsider Fig. 1 and observe that a maximum

inversion strength DT of about 10K occurs when the wind

speed vanishes. Now l can be estimated using the equi-

librium solution of Eq. (2) in the limit of zero wind speed:

l5Qi/DT . As such, we find l5 70/105 7Wm22K21. A

similar procedure was followed to estimate the lumped

parameter for Dome C (Fig. 6).

In Fig. 4 the equilibrium solution for DT is given as a

function of wind speed at reference height using the

Cabauw values of Table 1. Three different stability

functions are represented. For the non-cutoff functions,

Fig. 4 looks remarkably similar to the observational

example of Fig. 1: a typical S-shape dependence is found.

From right to left, the inversion only gradually increases

with decreasing wind. Then, within a small wind speed

window, the inversion strength suddenly increases, until

it levels off again. At the same time it is noted that the

leveling off in the left-hand side of the graph is more

pronounced in the model predictions than in the ob-

servations themselves, which shows considerable scat-

ter at low winds. For the stability function with the

highest turbulent mixing (long tail), a lower wind speed

is needed to enable a regime transition to strong in-

versions. By choosing various stability functions and

parameter choices (not shown here), we found that S

shape is a general and robust feature. Interestingly, a

nonmonotonic relation between inversion strength and

wind speed emerges for the cutoff function. Though,

the function itself is less realistic, it will be shown that

this ‘‘back folding’’ of the curve may also occur for

realistic functions, in cases when l is small.

Sensitivity of the model to the lumped parameter is

investigated, using the short-tail function (Fig. 5). Results

appear to be strongly sensitive to this parameter, repre-

senting soil and radiation feedbacks. As expected, in-

versions are less strong with increasing coupling strength.

For large l, the curve is ‘‘flatter’’ and the S shape appears

less pronounced. Interestingly, the model predicts back

folding for low values of l (blue curve): a single wind

TABLE 1. Parameter values used for conceptual modeling. Cabauw values are used in Fig. 4. Idem for Fig. 5, but with variable l values.

Values representing Dome C are used in Fig. 6b.

z0 (m) zr (m) Qi (Wm22) l (Wm22 K21) Tr (K) P (hPa) r (kgm23) cp (J kg
23 K21)

Cabauw 0.03 40 70 7 285 1013 1.2 1005

Dome C 1022 /1024 10 50 2 243 645 1.0 1005

FIG. 4. Equilibrium solution of Eq. (2) for different stability functions

given in Fig. 3, using the Cabauw parameters in Table 1.

FIG. 5. Inversion strength as a function of wind speed for dif-

ferent values of the lumped parameter l (Wm22 K21). The short-

tail similarity function is used here.
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speed forcing may correspond to multiple equilibria

for the inversion. In this wind range, the actually ob-

served inversion will depend on history. About 20 yr

ago, McNider et al. (1995) discovered this fascinating

nonuniqueness in nocturnal boundary layer equations

and linked this to potential unpredictability of SBL

systems [see also Shi et al. (2005)]. Here, it will be

explained why nonuniqueness can exist. Also, it will

be explained why this sudden regime shift must be a

robust feature in nocturnal boundary layer (section 4).

The case with negligible coupling strength is represented

by the black line. For vanishing wind we find DT5Qi/l

(i.e., tending to infinitely large values). In section 5 this

case is discussed in the context of idealized numerical

modeling over noninteractive surfaces.

b. Observational data from Dome C, Antarctica

Here, we explore the possibility of back-folding be-

havior from an observational viewpoint. Our model

suggests that back folding may occur for low l (i.e., with

weak soil–radiation coupling). Such conditions may be

encountered in Antarctica, when snow acts as an in-

sulator and absolute temperatures and humidity (appar-

ent emissivity) are low. Here we will present results

obtained at the Antarctic station Concordia at Dome C

(extensively described in, e.g., Genthon et al. 2010, 2013;

Gallée et al. 2015; Vignon et al. 2017a,b). The depth of

the stable boundary layer in this region is very shallow

[O(50) m]. This is also true for the level where the diurnal

variation of wind speed is a minimum. The crossing level

typically occurs at about 10m above the surface (Vignon

et al. 2017b). Figure 6a plots the temperature difference

between this level and the surface as a function of wind

speed at 10m. Following Vignon et al. (2017b), data are

classified into two subcategories of ‘‘radiative forcing,’’

being the sum of net shortwave and incoming longwave

radiation: R1 5KY 2K[ 1LY. Here we tacitly assumed

that all longwave radiation is absorbed by the surface (for

Dome C: «s 5 0:99). Note also that at Dome C solar el-

evation may be above zero at ‘‘night’’ when stable strat-

ification sets in. Strongest cooling is found in cases with

low incoming radiation (blue points). For this case, the

maximum point density appears to describe an S-shaped

curve. Also, a tendency to ‘‘fold back’’ seems to be

present in the range between 3 and 7ms21. However,

caution for those tentative results has to be taken in view

of the considerable amount of scatter in the observations.

In Fig. 6b the model result for the Dome C case is

given, using parameter values given in Table 1. Note that

l, z0, andQi differ from their Cabauw counterparts. The

model indicates a sudden increase in inversion strength

below a critical wind speed. The critical value seems to

be somewhat overpredicted. The results are sensitive to

the specific choice of the roughness length. Where the

back-folding effect is foreseen for larger roughness, it is

not visible in the smooth-flow prediction. Though, the

latter is probably more representative for Dome C, large

variation in roughness lengthwas reported byVignon et al.

(2017a). Cause of this lies in preferentially oriented snow

eroded forms of 5–30cm high, known as ‘‘Sastrugi.’’ De-

pending onwind direction roughness lengths vary typically

between 1022 and 1024m [though ‘‘smoother’’ southerly

flow prevailed as discussed in Vignon et al. (2017a)].

Interestingly, significant sensitivity to surface roughness

was also found by Holdsworth et al. (2016) in the context

FIG. 6. (a) Temperature inversion between 10m and the surface,

as a function of wind speed as observed at DomeC. All data for the

period 2014/15 in stable conditions are shown. Color coding is ac-

cording to incoming radiation (see text). (b) Temperature in-

version as calculated from Eq. (2) using the short-tail similarity

function, with two different values of the roughness length. Input

parameters as given in Table 1.
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of a theoretical bifurcation analysis on stratified Couette

flows, which appears to be linked [cf. also McNider et al.

(1995) and Walters et al. (2007)]. As our model pre-

dictions are indicative rather than absolute, future mod-

eling efforts with more realistic models remain necessary

to clarify on this issue.

c. Toward realistic modeling: A single-column model

To assess generality of the results, a theoretical exper-

iment with a multilayer single-column model is per-

formed. We utilize the single-column version of the

European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) Integrated Forecasting System. Themodel has

an interactive soil–vegetation scheme. To represent the

thermodynamic effect of vegetation (snow) it has a skin

layer, which is coupled to the soil via an effective ‘‘skin

conductivity.’’ Radiative fluxes are calculated from a ra-

diative transfer model (Morcrette 1991). For turbulent

transport, the standard first-order scheme with a long-tail

stability function (Louis 1979) was replaced by a turbulent

kinetic energy scheme as described in Lenderink and

Holtslag (2004) and Baas et al. (2012). Here settings ac-

cording to the Third GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary

Layer Study (GABLS3) model intercomparison case are

used, with default parameters representative for Cabauw

(Bosveld et al. 2014a). More details on the physical

schemes in the model can be found online (at http://www.

ecmwf.int/search/elibrary/part?solrsort5sort_label%

20asc&title5part&secondary_title531r1).

In the experiment, the model is run for different geo-

strophic forcings: 0.1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 24ms21. For

each run the strength of the inversion between the 40-m

level and the surface is diagnosed in the time frame be-

tween 0000 and 0300 UTC (i.e., when ‘‘steady state’’ has

set in). The results are shown in Fig. 7, with red points

indicating the default runs. For comparison, the results

with reduced surface coupling (in blue) andwith a long-tail

stability function (Louis 1979) are given (in green) as well.

The enveloping curve through the red point resembles

the observational wind dependence in Fig. 1. Again an

S-shaped curve is found, and the maximum inversion

strength ofO(10) K for the Cabauw case is well captured.

The transition zone, on the other hand, seems to be

broader in the simulations than in the observations. This

is even more so with the long-tail stability function

(green). This broadening effect by stability functions with

enhanced turbulent mixing is comparable to the sensi-

tivity of the conceptual model to turbulent exchange

functions as presented in Fig. 4. As this type of stability

functions is mostly used in global climate models this

result has strong implications for the capability of those to

simulate observed temperature tendencies. As discussed

in McNider et al. (2012) and Walters et al. (2007),

observed warming tendencies at screen level over the last

century are much larger for the nighttime minimum

temperature Tmin than for the daytime maximum tem-

perature Tmax. As a result, the diurnal temperature range

has largely decreased in observations (Vose et al. 2005;

Caesar et al. 2006). The fact that GCMs are presently

unable to capture this effect could (partly) be related to

their inability to model sharp regime transitions that ap-

pear to be present in observations (Figs. 1 and 6). More

specifically, our analysis in section 5 [Fig. 9 and Eq. (6)]

will show that in a dimensionless framework a decrease in

isothermal net radiation (in response to enhanced emis-

sion of greenhouse gases) has a similar effect as an increase

in wind speed. From Fig. 7 it is clear that with increasing

wind the decrease in inversion strength (warming of the

surface) is much less with enhanced mixing formulations

than with the more realistic scheme. As large part of

polar regions will reside in the ‘‘steep part of the S curve’’

(Fig. 6), indeed strong response of nighttime surface

temperatures can be expected in reality. GCMs may

therefore need tomaintain those abrupt transitions seen in

observations (R. T. McNider and A. H. Monahan 2016,

personal communication). However, a full discussion is

beyond the scope of the present text.

To assess the impact of surface coupling, a second

numerical experiment was performed, in which the skin

conductance was reduced by a factor of 10 (blue points).

Now the transition between the two inversion regimes is

much sharper. Themaximum inversion strength has also

increased by 50%. Notice that in this case, even with

negligible skin conduction, negative feedbacks in the

radiative scheme limit themaximum inversion to;17K.

Though skin conductivity is different from our lumped

FIG. 7. Inversion strength between 40m and the surface as a func-

tion of the wind speed at 40m as simulated by the ECMWF-IFS

column model using default settings for Cabauw (see text). Results

between 0000 and 0300 UTC are shown. Along with the default case

(red dots), results from simulations with a long-tail stability function

(green) and a reduced skin conductivity are shown (blue).
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parameter, the experiment suggests general validity of

the feedback mechanism. In the future, a more in-depth

study is foreseen [with attention to implementation as-

pects suggested by Mackaro et al. (2012)]. In the next

section, the role of physical feedbacks on the regime

transition is studied in detail.

4. Regime transition: The role of physical
feedbacks

The previous examples indicate that a sudden increase

in temperature inversion may occur in a certain wind

range. We start from the maximum sustainable heat flux

theory, which was developed for flux-driven systems

without atmosphere–land coupling (Van de Wiel et al.

2007; VdW12a,b). It will be shown that similar physics

hold for coupled systems.

In Fig. 8 terms of Eq. (2) are plotted as functions of

inversion strength and wind speed, using the short-tail

similarity function. The dotted line is the surface en-

ergy demand Qi, whereas the curved lines represent

the heat supply (sum of turbulent and ‘‘conductive’’

fluxes). The panels correspond to different values of l.

The intersection points represent the equilibria. We

consider the case with negligible coupling: l5 0:1

(Fig. 8a). The heat supply strongly depends on the

wind strength, as the maximum turbulent heat flux

Hmax }U3 (Taylor 1971; Malhi 1995; Delage et al. 2002;

VdW12b). There is a minimum wind speed such that

equilibrium can be reached. For weaker winds, even

the maximum supply is insufficient to compensate for

the loss, such that extreme cooling will occur (off-scale

in Fig. 5). Because of the strong wind speed de-

pendence, the critical wind itself is sharply defined. As

such, the threshold is robust and only weakly sensitive

to specific closure details or parameter values (apart

from surface roughness).

In Fig. 8b the lumped parameter is small, but non-

negligible (as for conditions at the Antarctic Plateau).

Now, ‘‘unbounded’’ cooling does not occur and even

for subcritical winds an equilibrium is found. Consider

the 9m s21 case for which three equilibrium points are

found. At the left-hand side the equilibrium occurs for

DT’ 4K (i.e., a weak inversion). A slight decrease of

the wind would, however, make this equilibrium dis-

appear and only the solution with the strong inversion

will remain DT’ 24K. This explains why the regime

transition in the inversion strength occurs over a nar-

row wind range, such as in the Antarctic case depicted

in Fig. 6.

Finally, in Fig. 8c the case with a moderately large l

value is discussed (as for Cabauw). The influence of

the linear term in Eq. (2) is now much larger, which

makes the transition smoother. The maximum differ-

ence in inversion strength becomes much smaller. Yet,

even in this case, the role of the turbulent heat flux

is still evident, resulting in a well-defined transition

zone.

It is important to realize that the equilibrium points in

Fig. 8 are linked Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 one can find the same

points by drawing an imaginary vertical line at the cor-

responding wind speed. At the intersection of this line

with the curve of corresponding l in Fig. 5, the equi-

librium points of Fig. 8 reappear. To clarify, an example

is given: in Fig. 8b, at a wind speed of 9m s21 three

FIG. 8. Magnitude of terms in Eq. (2) as a function of inversion

strength and wind speed, using the short-tail similarity function.

Intersections of horizontal energy demand lineQi with curved lines

(sum of supply terms: turbulent and ‘‘conductive’’ heat fluxes)

represent equilibrium points. (a) ‘‘No coupling,’’ (b) weak cou-

pling, and (c) strong coupling.
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equilibrium values for the inversion strength are found.

The same three values are found as intersects in Fig. 5, if

one takes a vertical slice at U5 9m s21. As such, non-

monotonic behavior in Fig. 8 is translated in multivalued

solutions of the S curve in Fig. 5. Likewise, monotonic

behavior is found in both figures when l is large.

To summarize this section, because of the dominant

wind speed sensitivity, the MSHF mechanism remains a

driving factor behind the sharp regime transitions of the

inversion strength, both in idealistic flux-driven systems

as in realistic surface-coupled systems.

5. The transition wind speed

From our previous analysis it appears that there is a

characteristic wind speed that announces a rapid change

of the inversion strength. We refer to this as the transi-

tion wind speed. Here, we look for methods to quantify

this parameter in terms of surface coupling strength and

forcing parameters. For the noncoupled case an ana-

lytical expression was derived in VdW12a,b:

U
min

5

(
27

4

ag

T
r
k2

jQ
n
j2 jGj
rc

p

z
r
[ln(z

r
/z

0
)]2
)1/3

. (5)

In VdW12a,b, the transition speed was referred to as

‘‘the minimum wind speed for sustainable turbulence’’

Umin to indicate that, in absence of coupling, no equi-

librium is found when the wind speed drops below this

threshold (cf. the black line in Fig. 5). Feedbacks were

pragmatically ‘‘included’’ by assuming net radiation Qn

and soil heat flux G to be known parameters. To apply

Eq. (5) one needs to provide an estimate for jQnj2 jGj,
being the ‘‘flux demand’’ at the surface. This loss has to be

compensated by turbulent heat as to prevent rapid surface

cooing. In VH15, a value of 10Wm22 was used as a

conservative estimate for the demand under clear skies.

In reality, however,Qn andG are internal parameters,

which depend on surface temperature itself. Therefore

we prefer to use isothermal net radiation Qi as an ex-

ternal parameter and calculate internal feedbacks ex-

plicitly using the lumped parameter model. To facilitate

analysis, Eq. (2) is nondimensionalized. Our main ex-

ternal parameters are Qi,U(zr), zr, z0, Cy, and l. Key

parameter in our scaling is the flux-based velocity scale

(see VH15):

y*5
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r

Q
i

rc
p

z
r

!1/3

. (6)

From this, the typical temperature scaleTsc 5Qi/(rcpy*)

and time scale tsc 5Cy/(rcpy*) are defined. Next, we

substitute Û5U/y*, T̂5T/Tsc, and t̂5 t/tsc in Eq. (2)

and obtain

dDT̂

dt̂
5 12 l*DT̂2 c

D
ÛDT̂f (R̂

b
) , (7)

with R̂b 5DT̂/Û2. Besides the bulk Richardson number,

three dimensionless groups result. Surface friction is in-

corporated via the drag coefficient cD and soil–radiation

feedbacks are represented by the normalized lumped

parameter l*5 l/(rcpy*). Wind forcing is represented

by Û. In VanHooijdonk et al. (2015) this nondimensional

parameter was introduced as the shear capacity of the

flow (SC). Stationary solutions are depicted in Fig. 9 as a

dimensionless equivalent of Fig. 5. For interpretation

purposes also the line R̂b 5 1/3a is plotted.

In our analysis we now use f (R̂b)5 (12aR̂b)
2, which

is close to the short-tail function. In the uncoupled sys-

tem with l*5 0, the minimum wind speed is given by

Û
min,0

5

�
27

4

a

c
D

�1/3

. (8)

(appendix A). The subscript 0 is indicates that the

lumped parameter is zero. By multiplication of this

equation with y* it is readily seen that the solution is

equivalent to (5), but now with Qi instead of jQnj2 jGj.
However, this similarity is merely mathematical as Qi

attains much larger values.

In the uncoupled case a transition occurs when the

turbulent heat flux maximizes at equilibrium. It can be

FIG. 9. Nondimensional inversion strength as function of wind

speed. Dashed line represents R̂b 5 1/3a.
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proven that then R̂b 5 1/3a. Also in the general case, a

transition is expected when the turbulence contribution is

near its maximum (cf. Fig. 8b). Next, we put the ansatz

that the transition occurs at R̂b ’ 1/3a. Indeed, intersec-

tion of this line with the equilibrium curves supports this

assumption, in a sense that rapid change of inversion is

found. The expression for the transition wind becomes

Û
min,l

’ Û
min,0

"
12

1

21 3Û
min,0

(4/9)(c
D
/l*)

#
. (9)

The ‘‘almost equal to’’ symbol is used to indicate that the

analytical solution is an approximation (appendix A).

One can readily verify that the solution converges to

Ûmin,0 in the case l*/ 0. Using the Cabauw parameter

values of Table 1 and l values l5 (0.1, 3, 10, 20), this gives

Ûmin,l 5 (22:1, 20:9, 18:9, 17:1) and dimensional values

Umin,l 5 (9.5, 9.0, 8.1, 7.4)ms21. Comparison with Figs. 9

and 5 indicates that Eq. (9) provides a useful estimate

except for the largest l value, for which a numerical so-

lution is preferred over the analytical approximation.

6. Perturbation analysis and stability

a. The heat flux paradox

In Van de Wiel et al. (2007, hereafter VdW07) a

multilayer analog to our ‘‘no feedback’’ one was ana-

lyzed with similar figures as Fig. 8a. In their work it was

argued that only the equilibrium at the left-hand side of

the heat flux maximum is hydrodynamically stable in a

sense that solutions will be attracted to their equilibrium

after a perturbation. The right-hand-side equilibrium is

unstable and solutions divergence from their equilib-

rium after perturbation. As such, time-integrated model

solutions will only result in a single-branched equilib-

rium curve. This prediction was confirmed in direct nu-

merical simulation studies on flux-driven idealizations of

stratified flows without surface coupling (Donda et al.

2015, 2016; Van Hooijdonk et al. 2017). Holdsworth

et al. (2016) formalized and extended the mathematical

findings of VdW07 and confirmed single branching in

noncoupled, flux-driven systems.

In reality, however, atmospheric coupling with the

surface is a realistic feature. Moreover, analysis of the

CASES-99 field experiment in VdW07 indicates that

both branches of the heat flux curve exist in atmo-

spheric observations of turbulent fluxes near the sur-

face. Monahan et al. (2015) used hidden Markov models

for an in-depth analysis of Cabauw data. They revealed

that indeed two distinct branches exist in observations and

that those branches correspond to two different statistical

sets.Also for other locations evidence for double-branched

behavior in atmospheric observations has been pre-

sented (e.g., Grachev et al. 2005; Sorbjan 2006; Mahrt

et al. 1998; Basu et al. 2006). Here we investigate the

reason for this (apparent) discrepancy between VdW07

and the observations and refer to this as the ‘‘heat flux

paradox.’’

Basu et al. (2008) suggested that the solution lies in

the boundary condition chosen. Indeed, by replacing

the flux condition with a temperature condition, two

branches are simulated as in observations. A similar

suggestion was made by Gibbs et al. (2015). However,

they were incorrect in their interpretation of VdW07

by suggesting that root-finding algorithms of steady

states/numerical issues are responsible for the non-

representation of a second equilibrium branch in that

work. Steady-state analysis cannot provide informa-

tion about the stability of a system as the latter results

from dynamics. Moreover, (in)stability of stratified

boundary layers arises from physics (i.e., nonlinear dif-

fusion) rather than from numerics (Derbyshire 1999a,b):

it is possible to prove marginal stability/instability from

mathematical analysis alone, without relying on numeri-

cal solving techniques. To clarify on this issue some ex-

amples will be given below.

At the same time, we recognize that a change of

boundary conditions may have a dramatic impact on the

physical stability of a system and that simulations with

a prescribed surface temperature may show double-

branched solutions. But, although more attractive on

this aspect, such alternative configuration does not au-

tomatically lead to more physical solutions. Holtslag

et al. (2007) point out that surface temperature itself is

an internal variable of the system, which is not known a

priori (except maybe in case of melting snow). By im-

posing the temperature tendency, one can create artifi-

cial cases, which do not present reality. It is, for example,

unlikely that a surface tendency of 3Kh21 would occur

in cases when the geostrophic wind amounts to 15ms21.

In our opinion, flux and temperature boundary condi-

tions are both strong idealizations, which may provide

useful benchmarks to facilitate theoretical research

(e.g., Huang and Bou-Zeid 2013; Ansorge and Mellado

2014; Sullivan et al. 2016). For one-to-one comparison

with reality, however, caution has to be taken.

Below, we try to understand the more general case,

by replacing the aforementioned flux/temperature

conditions by a rudimentary energy balance. Instead

of analyzing Eq. (2) directly, we will simplify it to its

mathematical essence, leaving out all unnecessary

details. This allows in-depth analysis of the instability

mechanism. It will be shown that the strength of the

surface coupling decides on the stability and the branching

behavior.
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Our simplified model reads

dx

dt
5Q

i
2 lx2Cx(12 x) . (10)

The symbol x represents DT, and f (x)5 (12 x) repre-

sents the linear form of the stability function, truncated

for x. 1/ f (x)5 0 (as in Fig. 3). Note that with this

form is preferred over, for example, f (x)5 (12 x)2 as

one avoids mathematical complexity (cubic equation),

while maintaining the essential physical feedback

mechanism. Our results below aremathematical analogs

to the fixed wind cases in Fig. 8. Again, three cases with

different coupling strengths are considered:

1) No coupling.We consider the case with l5 0,Qi 5 3/2,

and C5 8 (specific numbers are chosen for mathemat-

ical convenience only, without loss of generality). The

‘‘demand’’ and ‘‘supply’’ are plotted as a function of x

(Fig. 10). Two equilibrium solutions are obtained:

xeq 5 1/4 and xeq 5 3/4. We investigate if those points are

stable to perturbations. Equation (10) is numerically

integrated in time using different initial conditions (fig-

ure inset). Solutions are attracted by the lhs equilibrium

(stable) and repelled by its rhs counterpart (unstable).

Next, we use linear perturbation analysis to prove this

finding. Close to the equilibrium we may use x’
xeq 1 dx. Substitution in Eq. (10) and rearranging gives

d(dx)

dt
5

�
3

2
1 8x2eq 2 8x

eq

�
28(dx)(122x

eq
)1 8(dx)2 ,

(11)

where we used dxeq/dt5 0. The term in the square

brackets in Eq. (11) is zero by definition. We

linearize by ignoring the quadratic term and sub-

stitute xeq 5 1/4. The solution reads

dx(t)5 dx(0) exp(24t)5 dx(0) exp(2t/t) , (12)

with recovery time scale t5 1/4. The amplitude of the

initial perturbation decreases and the equilibrium is

stable. Substitution of xeq 5 3/4 in Eq. (11) gives an

opposite sign in the argument of the exponent (in-

stability). The sign change takes place at the maxi-

mum (xeq5 1/2). The lhs branch of the energy supply is

stable and the rhs is unstable (QED).

2) Weak coupling. Next, a case is considered with

l5 2,Qi 5 3, andC5 8 (Fig. 11). Three equilibrium

points are found: xeq 5 1/2, 3/4, and 3/2. A local max-

imum appears at x5 5/8. Again, numerical time in-

tegration support stable and unstable equilibria at

the lhs and rhs of the maximum of the parabola,

respectively. The third point is stable and acts as

an attractor for perturbations at the rhs of the

middle point.

Following the same procedure as before we find

for x, 1

d(dx)

dt
’22(dx)(52 8x

eq
) (13)

and for x. 1

d(dx)

dt
522(dx) , (14)

with solutions analog to (12), with t5 1/2. By inspect-

ing the signs we find that exponential growth is found

for 5/8 ,x, 1 and decay elsewhere. A positive slope of

the curve appears to correspond to stable branches

and negative slopes to unstable branches. In appendix

B a mathematical proof for this conjecture—which is

also applicable to, for example, Fig. 8—is given. The

recovery time scale t is related to themagnitude of the

FIG. 10. Case without coupling. Magnitude of energy demand

(dashed line) and supply (solid line) as function of x according to

Eq. (10). Equilibria are represented by two intersection points of

the parabola with the horizontal line. (inset) Time integrations for

different initial conditions.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for case with weak coupling.
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slope of the curve in the equilibrium point via

t5 1/jF 0(xeq)j.
3) Strong coupling. Finally, we discuss the case t5 4,

Qi 5 35/9, and C5 4 (Fig. 12).

This case, having a positive slope everywhere, is

representative for most atmospheric cases. Equilib-

rium solutions are unconditionally stable; that is,

having

d(dx)

dt
’28(dx)(12 x

eq
) , (15)

and for x. 1,

d(dx)

dt
524(dx) . (16)

A unique equilibrium is found at xeq 5 5/6 and it cor-

responds to t5 3/4. We note that a special case occurs at

Qi 5 4, when xeq 5 1. In that particular case, positive and

negative perturbations respond with different time

scales because of the (artificial) discontinuity in the

slope (appendix B).

Now it is possible to solve the heat flux paradox. In

the strongly coupled case (like the Cabauw case),

dF/dx. 0 ("x except for x5 1). The monotonicity im-

plies that all points are stable. This impacts on the heat

flux graphs as follows. Suppose that like in the insets of

Figs. 10–12, one performs time integrations starting

from neutral conditions. One repeats this exercise for

many Qi values. Next, one diagnoses 4xeq(12 xeq) (i.e.,

the heat flux) as a function of the equilibrium xeq. The

full parabolic heat flux curve is found, as in the afore-

mentioned experimental studies. In contrast, in the

noncoupled case dF/dx is positive for x, 1/2 only. Only

half the curve can emerge from a similar time-integration

exercise, as found in flux-driven noncoupled model sim-

ulation studies. Finally, in the intermediate case of weak

coupling, only part of the curve is found according to

our model. In Antarctic case, this would imply that the

unstable back-folding branch of the S curve would be

unstable. Indeed, analysis by Vignon et al. (2017b)

shows that those points behave systematically less

stationary compared to the stable branches and hence

appear to be less stable. Still the unstable branch is

‘‘well populated’’ by points, which could imply that

growth rates of instabilities remain small as suggested

by Holdsworth et al. (2016). On the other hand, it

should also be realized that our model may be over-

simplified to capture subtle effects as depicted in

Fig. 6a, because it misses potentially important nega-

tive feedbacks in the momentum dynamics (cf.

Derbyshire 1999b).

To summarize, the strength of the coupling decides on

the observed range of the parabolic heat flux curve. As

strong coupling prevails (except for snow-covered sur-

faces), the full curve is found in most atmospheric ob-

servations. In idealized, noncoupled simulations with

flux-driven boundary conditions, only half of the curve is

observed.

b. The recovery time scale in relation to
observational scatter

The observational examples in Figs. 1 and 6a show an

interesting feature. Apart from the fact that the inver-

sion itself increases rapidly below the critical wind

speed, the observational scatter seems to increase sud-

denly at this point as well. This can partly be explained

from the (trivial) fact that the curve is almost vertical in

this narrow wind regime: a small observational error in

wind will result in a large uncertainty in the inversion.

Here, a second reason for the increase in scatter is given.

Again, Eq. (10) is used as an analog. It will be shown that

the ‘‘recovery time’’ of the system in response to per-

turbations is large near the critical wind. This leaves

natural fluctuations to be largely undamped, so that they

tend to persist. Our results are meant as a first-order

analysis. For a more conclusive analysis on this in-

teresting aspect, in-depth observational analysis is re-

quired in the future.

We discuss the strongly coupled case, as it is most

representative for the atmosphere. Apart from pertur-

bation analysis, information on response times is also

available from closed-form solutions. For l5 4,

Qi 5 35/9, and C5 4, and x[0]5 0, we find for x, 1

x[t]5
35

6

(e4/3t 2 1)

(7e4/3t 2 5)
. (17)

The characteristic time scale is t5 3/4 in accordance with

our previous results. Observe that t/‘ for x/ xeq 5 5/6.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10, but for case with strong coupling.
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Next, we repeat this exercise for different values ofQi, as if

we shift the dashed line in Fig. 12 vertically and diagnose t.

The result is given in Fig. 13.

Instead of Qi we choose to plot its inverse in order to

facilitate interpretation. As expected, the response time

t is related to the slope in Fig. 12. An exception must be

made for Qi 5 4 and xeq 5 1. As the slope vanishes, the

response time would be infinite. However, in this case

second-order effects cannot be ignored in the stability/

time scale analysis. In fact, the closed-form solution with

x[t5 0]5 0 indicates algebraic, rather than exponential,

adjustment:

x[t]5
4t

11 4t
. (18)

The adjustment time t is small for large 1/Qi (weak

cooling) and large for small 1/Qi. A maximum occurs

near the ‘‘critical point’’ 1/Qi 5 1/4. We reconsider Fig. 9

and realize that a decrease inQi has a similar effect as an

increase in wind speed. Indeed, in our dimensionless

framework it is the ratio of wind speed to Q1/3
i that de-

cides on the regime (hence the statement in section 3

that an increase in GHG emission will have an effect

similar to a wind speed increase in a dimensionless

context). For here, the bottom line is that we may

compare the horizontal axes in Figs. 13 and 9 as being

qualitatively similar.

In our atmospheric model of Eq. (2), characteristic

time scales are readily found by considering limit cases.

For vanishing wind, a constant time scale of t5Cy/l is

predicted. For high winds we find t5Cy/(rcpU) (i.e., a

hyperbolic wind speed dependence). Those effects are

also visible in Fig. 13. Because of the aforementioned

‘‘slope-time scale’’ relation, a maximum around the

critical wind speed will be found in the atmospheric case

as well. Long adjustment times imply that perturbations

from equilibriummay persist for some time. On the right

close to the critical speed, the ‘‘resilience of the system’’

is low. The opposite is true for high wind speeds, where

the system reacts fast to perturbations. It is a common

experience in observational analysis that scatter in-

creases rapidly, by going from weakly to very stable

cases. The current analysis may provide a logical ex-

planation for this. However, as explained by Mahrt

(2014) other (phenomenological) aspects may play an

important role as well, so that more analysis on this issue

is required in the future.

7. Conclusions

In this study we use a conceptual atmospheric–surface

model to understand regime transitions in near-surface

inversions. Themodel combines a surface energy budget

with a bulk parameterization for turbulent transport.

Instead of parameterizing soil heat transport and the ra-

diative balance separately, both feedbacks on the system

are combined in an empirical way by introducing a

so-called lumped parameter. As previous theoretical

analysis by the present authors largely ignored those

important feedbacks, present work represents a more

realistic extension of that framework.

In nocturnal boundary layer observations, often a

sharp transition is found when plotting the strength of the

steady-state inversion as a function of the ambient wind

speed. This typically results in an S-shape dependency

between both quantities. As expected, inversions are

weak for strongwinds, whereas large inversions are found

at weak winds. However, the transition between those

states occurs over a rather narrow wind range.

The present models explain this fascinating behavior.

It is shown that the mechanism for sudden transition can

be understood in terms of themaximum sustainable heat

flux mechanism. The existence of the S shape in obser-

vations appears to be robust in a sense that it is observed

in Cabauw data (moderate climate) as well as for data

obtained at Dome C, Antarctica. Differences between

the two sites were explained by a dissimilar strength of

atmosphere–surface coupling, being much weaker in the

latter case. Interestingly, qualitative support on gener-

ality of the results was obtained by running a more re-

alistic, multilayer column model for strong and weak

coupling, which leads to similar conclusions.

In the second part of the paper, model equations were

studied in depth, using linear perturbation analysis. An

important paradox on the existence of the so-called heat

flux duality was solved. In observations, the same value

of the turbulent heat flux may occur at weak and strong

static stability. Yet, in flux-driven simulations without

FIG. 13. Strongly coupled case: characteristic time scale as

a function of inverse ‘‘cooling.’’ The highest point shown corre-

sponds to t5 3/4 for 1/Qi 5 9/35. Cross symbols refer to weakly

cooled cases (1/Qi . 1/4 and xeq , 1; see Fig. 12). Asterisks refer to

1/Qi , 1/4 and xeq . 1.
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surface coupling, only the weakly stable part is found.

Here, we show that both cases are specific realizations

of a more general case. It is the coupling strength, which

ultimately decides on which part of the heat flux curve

will be observed. As such, the aforementioned numeri-

cal results are not in contradiction with the observations.

An interesting finding in the analysis is related to the

so-called recovery time scale to perturbations. In obser-

vations, the amount of scatter appears to increase rapidly

in the transition range. Model dynamics reveal that in this

range the recovery time scale is at its maximum. This im-

plies that natural fluctuations away from the equilibrium

are only weakly damped, such that indeed larger scatter

can be expected. A recent study by the present authors

(Van Hooijdonk et al. 2017) suggests that analysis of this

recovery time scale could be used as a potential ‘‘early

warning signal’’ of a nearing regime transition. More ex-

perimental data analysis is needed for a conclusive analysis

on this interesting aspect. Additionally, our results would

largely benefit from studies similar to the present one,

using mesoscale model analysis and/or large-eddy simu-

lation in combination with observational data.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of the Minimum Wind Speed

A derivation of expressions (8) and (9) is given. In

Eq. (7) we consider the stationary case with l*5 0 and

f (R̂b)5 (12aR̂b)
2. Multiplication with a/(cDÛ

3) gives

a

c
D
Û3

5aR̂
b
3 (12aR̂

b
)2 . (A1)

Essentially, this is the energy demand (lhs) and supply

(rhs). This steady-state equation is fully equivalent to

Eq. (11) in VdW07 and Eq. (17) in Holdsworth et al.

(2016). With respect to the first, the equilibrium curve is

given by Ĥ5 û3

*2 û2

*. The sign of the heat flux is neg-

ative and hats represent different normalizations; for

example, in VdW07, û*5 (u*/kU) ln(z/z0)5 12aRb

(using the quadratic stability function). Substituting for the

surface flux (2Qi) equivalence can be proven straight-

forwardly. The critical state occurs when the source term

maximizes at equilibrium, which occurs at aR̂b 5 1/3 (cf.

Fig. 8a). The maximum supply amounts to 4/27. Solving for

wind speed,

Û
min0

5

�
27

4

a

c
D

�1/3

. (A2)

Next, we generalize for nonzero l values. Because of

wind speed sensitivity, we again expect the transition to

occur near the point where the turbulent heat flux con-

tribution is maximum (i.e., near aR̂b 5 1/3). Next, we use

this as an ansatz. We now define the transition point as

the intersect of the equilibrium (S) curve with the

aR̂b 5 1/3 line (black dashed line in Fig. 9). Inserting in

Eq. (7) at equilibrium and rewriting gives

05 3a2 l*Û2 2
4

9
c
D
Û3 . (A3)

Though this cubic equation could be solved for Û (e.g.,

Abramowitz and Stegun 1965), the complexity of the

result would add little to a numerical solution. We

therefore approximate by Ûmin,l ’ Ûmin,0(11 «), with

Ûmin,0 given by Eq. (8). Next, we use (11 «)n ’ 11n«

for « � 1. Substitution leads to the solution in Eq. (9).

Note that in our case « is negative. For l5 (0.1, 3, 10, 20),

« 5 2(0.002, 0.06, 0.15, 0.23).

APPENDIX B

Generalization of the x Problem

The analysis of section 6 is generalized by defining

dx/dt52F(x). The minus sign is taken for convenience

so that results can be interpreted in terms of Figs. 10–12,

in which the last two terms of Eq. (10) are given a pos-

itive sign. After linearization around equilibrium, using

F(xeq)[ 0 we find d(dx)/dt’2F 0(xeq)(dx), with F 0(xeq)
the derivative of with respect to x in the equilibrium

point. The solution is dx(t)5 dx(0) exp[2tF 0(xeq)], which
is used in section 6.
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